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Abstract.
Purpose: Data imbalances that often occur in the classification of loan data on the Peer-to-Peer Lending platform can cause algorithm performance to be less than optimal, causing the resulting accuracy to decrease. To overcome this problem, appropriate resampling techniques are needed so that the classification algorithm can work optimally and provide results with optimal accuracy. This research aims to find the right resampling technique to overcome the problem of data imbalance in data lending on peer-to-peer landing platforms.
Methods: This study uses the XGBoost classification algorithm to evaluate and compare the resampling techniques used. The resampling techniques that will be compared in this research include SMOTE, ADACYN, Border Line, and Random Oversampling.
Results: The highest training accuracy was achieved by the combination of the XGBoost model with the Border Line resampling technique with a training accuracy of 0.99988 and the combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique. In accuracy testing, the combination with the highest accuracy score was achieved by a combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique.
Novelty: It is hoped that from this research we can find the most suitable resampling technique combined with the XGBoost sorting algorithm to overcome the problem of unbalanced data in uploading data on peer-to-peer lending platforms so that the sorting algorithm can work optimally and produce optimal accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION
As data availability continues to grow across various large-scale, intricate, and interconnected systems like surveillance, security, the Internet, and finance, there is an increasing urgency to deepen our fundamental comprehension of knowledge discovery and analysis. This understanding is essential for transforming raw data into actionable insights that can support decision-making processes effectively [1]. While current techniques in knowledge discovery and data engineering have demonstrated considerable success in numerous real-world scenarios, addressing the issue of imbalanced data represents a relatively recent challenge that has garnered increasing interest from both academic and industrial sectors. Imbalanced data is one of the problems that is often encountered in the world of machine learning. Imbalanced data are caused by an error or imbalance in the distribution of the existing dataset. Imbalanced data is a problem that is quite complicated because it can make the algorithm used have difficulty processing the data due to overlapping datasets [2]–[4]. This tends to cause the machine learning system that is built to be biased towards the majority class [5] so that it can cause overfitting and poor generalization [6], [7]. In one study, it was explained that traditional classification strategies assume that there is a slight difference in sample size for each class, while the model tends to learn most classes with similar classification errors [8].

The development of technology today provides various convenience for various life problems [9]. In the current era of information technology development and financial innovation, the credit scoring process has become a crucial cornerstone in the decision-making of banks and lending institution...
The problem of imbalanced data is a problem that often occurs in the implementation of real data processing [11], one of which occurs in predictions using Peer-to-Peer Lending data. Peert-to-Peer (P2P) Lending is an online platform that handles the loan process. P2P lending is the most effective approach for individuals or small-scale business companies who do not have financial status or history [12]. Many studies have explored how to overcome the problem of imbalanced data, but not many have actually applied it in the world of P2P Lending [13]. New methods have emerged to overcome the problem of imbalanced data [14]. There are two approaches that are usually used to overcome the problem of imbalanced data, namely the algorithmic level approach and the data level approach. The algorithmic level approach is an approach that focuses on improving algorithms, while the data level approach focuses on improving the data used using resampling techniques [15]. Sir & Soepriatono in their research in 2022 stated that the data level approach has a better effect than the algorithmic level approach for overcoming the problem of compensated data [15].

Several studies that have been conducted can address the problem of balancing the amount of data [16]. The data resampling method is an approach that works from increasing the sample distribution by copying minority class samples or eliminating some samples in the majority class [14]. The advantage of using resampling techniques, including oversampling, is that the subsequent classification structure will remain the same and can be applied individually before entering the model training process [17]. Oversampling techniques allow the weighting of each class to be more balanced during the machine learning process, so that the model can be more effective in identifying patterns and characteristics of minority classes that may be represented below the level of the original data set. Applying oversampling for high-dimensional gene expression data will cause the data size to be much bigger and take more time to execute [18].

There has been a lot of previous research that discusses handling the problem of imbalanced P2P lending data. One of them is research by Muslim et al. in 2023 [19]. This study proposes a new approach to ensemble learning, known as StackingXGBoost, which combines three basic learning algorithms (KNN, SVM, and Random Forest) into the XGBoost meta-learning algorithm. The effectiveness of the model is evaluated using two different data sets: an online P2P lending data set and a lending club data analysis data set. The evaluation results show that the LGBFS-StackingXGBoost model outperforms the other models and achieves the highest accuracy for both datasets. Specifically, the LGBFS-StackingXGBoost model achieved 99.982% accuracy on the online P2P lending dataset and 91.434% on the lending club loan data analysis dataset. These findings underscore the effectiveness of the LGBFS-StackingXGBoost approach in improving the accuracy of prediction models. Another study conducted by Garcia et al. pada tahun 2022 [20] introduces an intelligent system designed to forecast academic failure using student data from the Industrial University of Santander in Colombia. The predictive model is driven by the XGBoost algorithm, with feature extraction based on TOPSIS methodology and oversampling performed through ADASYN. Additionally, the classifier's hyperparameters were optimized using a cross-validated grid-search algorithm. The findings indicate that the LightGBM algorithm's classification prediction outperforms other methods when applied to multidimensional datasets, achieving an error rate of 19.9% and an accuracy of 80.1%.

Based on the explanation regarding oversampling presented above, the aim of this research is to compare several oversampling techniques to overcome the data imbalance problem in peer-to-peer lending datasets for predicting the risk of default.
METHODS
This research went through several stages which can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research flowchart

Data understanding
This research uses a dataset on the Kaggle dataset platform which contains loan history data from the Lending Club platform for the period 2013 to 2018. This data set includes a total of 1961527 rows of data and 18 variable columns, with one of the variables being the interest variable, namely the lend_data_description variable (variable y). This variable has four different unique values, namely "Completed," "Chargeoff," "Current," and "Defaulted". The value of the lend_data_description variable is the main reference that will be used during prediction and modeling.

Data preprocessing
Data preprocessing is one of the stages in data mining which includes the preparation and transformation of data into a form that is in accordance that the required procedures [21]. This research implements several data preprocessing techniques, including the following:

a. Checking and handling missing values. Checking for and dealing with missing values is a crucial step in data analysis to ensure the reliability and accuracy of the results. Missing data exist for several reasons, such as survey filters, interviewer mistakes, or anonymization purposes [22]. The first step is to identify where the empty values are located in the dataset. This can be done by looking for signs such as NaN (Not a Number), null, or other markers that indicate empty data. After that, data visualization can help to understand the distribution pattern of missing values, guiding next steps. Analyzing the causes of missing data is an important next step to understand whether the gaps arise due to data collection errors, inappropriate formatting, or indeed reflect relevant gaps such as measurement absences.

b. Checking and handling duplicate data. Checking and handling duplicate data is a crucial process in data analysis to ensure the accuracy and reliability of analysis results. The first step involves
identifying whether there are any duplicate entries within the dataset. Duplicate data refer to entries that have the same values for each attribute or column. For instance, in Python, methods like `.duplicated()` can be utilized to identify duplicate entries. Once identified, duplicate data can be handled by either removing them from the dataset or consolidating them based on specific criteria, depending on the context of the analysis. Removing duplicate data helps to maintain the integrity of the analysis and prevents skewed results that may arise from redundant information. Additionally, it is essential to document the process of checking and handling duplicate data transparently as part of the data analysis workflow. This documentation ensures clarity and reproducibility of the analysis process for future reference.

c. Checking and handling outlier data. From the checks carried out, an outlier was detected in the amount_borrower variable. Outlier handling is done using z-score. Outliers are data points that significantly deviate from the rest of the dataset. Handling outliers typically involves employing statistical methods such as z-score. Z-score, also known as standard score, quantifies how many standard deviations a data point is away from the mean of the dataset. It is calculated by subtracting the mean from the data point and then dividing by the standard deviation. A threshold value, often set at 3 or -3, is then used to identify outliers. Data points with a z-score beyond this threshold are considered outliers.

d. One Hot Encoding. One hot encoding is a data processing technique used to convert categorical data into a binary vector with a length equal to the number of possible categories (labels) in the data. One hot encoding is particularly useful when dealing with categorical variables with no ordinal relationship between categories, as it prevents the model from interpreting ordinality where there is none. However, it can lead to a significant increase in the dimensionality of the dataset, especially if there are many unique categories in a variable. Therefore, it is important to consider the trade-offs between computational complexity and the benefits of accurately representing categorical data.

e. Encoding Labels. Label encoding is a data processing technique used to change the value of a column (object) in categorical data into a whole number (integer). In label encoding, each unique category or label in a categorical variable is assigned a unique integer. This conversion facilitates the use of categorical data in machine learning algorithms that require numerical input.

Resampling techniques
Resampling methods are statistical techniques that utilize sample data for statistical inference without necessitating parametric assumptions, which can be challenging to validate in practical applications [23]. This research will consider and test five different oversampling techniques, namely SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique), ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling), BorderLine, and Random Oversampling.

SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique) is a resampling method used in data processing to handle class imbalance. SMOTE created extra training data by performing certain operations on real data [24]. This technique synthetically generates new samples for the minority class by creating synthetic samples between existing data points in the minority class. This helps increase the representation of minority classes in the dataset, thereby improving the model's performance in predicting minority classes.

ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling) is a resampling method used to handle class imbalance in data. In contrast to SMOTE, ADASYN considers the level of difficulty when classifying each minority sample and generates synthetic samples with weights adjusted based on that level of difficulty. The core concept behind ADASYN involves employing a weighted distribution for various examples within the minority class based on their difficulty level in learning. This approach entails generating more synthetic data for minority class examples that pose greater challenges in learning compared to those that are relatively easier to learn [25]. This helps increase the representation of minority classes that are difficult to predict, thereby improving the model's performance in predicting minority classes.

Borderline-SMOTE is a resampling method used to deal with class imbalance in data. This method is a modification of SMOTE which considers minority samples that approach the decision boundary between the majority and minority classes. Borderline SMOTE is an improved oversampling algorithm based on SMOTE, which uses only a few class samples on the border to combine new samples, thus improving the sample category distribution [26]. Borderline-SMOTE selectively generates synthetic samples only for minority samples located around the decision boundary, which is considered more difficult to predict. This
helps increase the representation of minority classes, which is important for improving the model's performance in better predicting minority classes.

Random oversampling is a resampling method used to deal with class imbalance in data. This method works by randomly adding samples from the minority class so that the number is the same as the majority class. In random oversampling, data from the minority class is replicated randomly to a certain extent [27]. By adding samples randomly, random oversampling increases the representation of the minority class in the data set, which helps improve the performance of the model to better predict the minority class.

**Modeling**

This research uses the XGBoost classification algorithm as the main basis for data analysis and making prediction models. XGBoost is used widely by data scientists to achieve state-of-the-art results on many machine learning challenges [28]. XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) is a popular algorithm in the world of machine learning, especially in the context of classification and regression. Extreme gradient boosting (XGBoost), which based on a gradient boosting tree can play a powerful role in gradient enhancement [29]. The advantage of XGBoost lies in its ability to overcome data imbalance problems and improve prediction performance. Using the XGBoost algorithm, this research aims to optimize default predictions on peer-to-peer lending datasets, using oversampling as the main method to overcome data imbalance. An illustration of how the XGBoost algorithm works can be seen in Figure 2.

---

**Model evaluation**

Model evaluation in this research will be based on the accuracy obtained in the training and testing stages. Training accuracy reflects the extent to which the model can understand patterns in the training data, while testing accuracy measures the extent to which the model can apply learned knowledge to data the model has never seen before. A comparison between training accuracy and testing accuracy will help determine whether the model may be overfitting (strong in training, weak in testing) or underfitting (weak in both stages). Therefore, evaluating a model can help determine the quality of predictions and determine whether improvements or adjustments need to be made to the machine learning process.

---

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS**

**Result of data preprocessing**

Data preprocessing is one of the stages in data mining that includes the preparation and transformation of data into a form that is in accordance with the required procedures. The following are the results of the data preprocessing that has been carried out:

- After going through the checking process, the dataset has no missing values and has complete data for each row of data.
- The dataset owned is known to have unique data rows and has no duplicates.
- From the checks carried out, an outlier was detected in the amount_borrower variable. Outlier handling is done using z-score.
d. One hot encoding is performed on the "listing_list" column and adds a total of 14 new columns and removes the "listing_list" column.

e. Label encoding is done using the lend_data_description column which initially has a total of 4 value categories, namely "Completed," "Chargeoff," "Current," and "Defaulted" into numeric data values 0 and 1 with "Completed" and "Current" changed to the value 1 and “Chargeoff” and “Defaulted” are changed to value 0. Additionally, label encoding is also carried out on the “grade” column which has a total of 7 unique values, namely values in the A-G categories become columns with values 1-7.

Result of resampling data
Data resampling is carried out by implementing several data resampling techniques, including SMOTE, ADASYN, Border Line, and Random Oversampling. Resampling is carried out before the model is built to balance the existing data, namely data on customers who failed to make payments and customers who succeeded or are still making payments.

The following is a comparison of class 0 and class 1 on the data variables in the p2p lending dataset that is owned. A comparison of the numbers of class 0 and class 1 can be seen in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Comparison of the numbers of class 0 and class 1 before resampling](image)

From Figure 2, it is known that the number of class 0 and class 1 in variable y is imbalanced in number. Therefore, resampling must be performed to overcome this problem. To overcome this problem, this research uses SMOTE, ADASYN, Border Libe, and Random Oversampling data resampling techniques. The results of data resampling data can be seen in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, and Figure 6.

![Figure 3. Comparison of the numbers of class 0 and class 1 after SMOTE](image)
From Figure 2, it can be seen that there is quite a large data imbalance between data labeled 0 and data labeled 1. By using data resampling techniques, fake data will be created to balance the number of class labels 0 and class labels 1. The result of resampling data can be seen in Figure 3, Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6.
Model evaluation
From the model that has been built, the base model that has been created has produced quite good performance. The base model created succeeded in reaching an accuracy of 0.999372. The performance of the model is measured using the metrics accuracy, recall, precision and f1-score. Evaluation of the base model built can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>0.99937</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testing Accuracy</td>
<td>0.99991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The model built by Telang has good performance. However, the variable x used in the model is still unbalanced, so the model performance can still be optimized by using resampling techniques to handle unbalanced data. The resampling techniques used in this research are SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique), ADASYN (Adaptive Synthetic Sampling), BorderLine, and Random Oversampling. A comparison of model performance using each resampling technique can be seen in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resampling Technique</th>
<th>Training Accuracy</th>
<th>Testing Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMOTE</td>
<td>0.99987</td>
<td>0.99933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADASYN</td>
<td>0.99986</td>
<td>0.99932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Line</td>
<td>0.99988</td>
<td>0.99932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Oversampling</td>
<td>0.99964</td>
<td>0.99926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1, it is known that the combination of the XGBoost model with the resampling techniques used produces good and consistent model performance. Each combination has a high accuracy score with a slight difference in accuracy. The highest training accuracy was achieved by the combination of the XGBoost model with the Boerder Line resampling technique with a training accuracy of 0.99988 and the combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique. In accuracy testing, the combination with the highest accuracy score was achieved by a combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique.

Compared with the testing accuracy produced by the base model, the testing accuracy produced by the combination of XGBoost with the resampling technique is slightly lower. However, the training accuracy produced by the combination of XGBoost with resampling techniques is mostly greater than the training accuracy of the XGBoost base model. This indicates that the combination of the XGBoost model with the resampling technique is able to understand and study the training data better than the base XGBoost model.

CONCLUSION
The combination of the XGBoost model with the resampling techniques used produces good and consistent model performance. Each combination has a high accuracy score with a slight difference in accuracy. The highest training accuracy was achieved by the combination of the XGBoost model with the Boerder Line resampling technique with a training accuracy of 0.99988 and the combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique. In accuracy testing, the combination with the highest accuracy score was achieved by a combination of the XGBoost model with the SMOTE resampling technique.

For future research, researchers suggest comparing different resampling techniques using a more complex dataset than the dataset used in this study.
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